Encountering Jesus: Jesus as Temple

Big Idea:

Jesus is where heaven and earth come together.

Purpose:

To get people to see in Jesus we have uninhibited access to God.

Passage:

John 2:13-22

John 2:21

Verse:

Opening
Story

-In 2014 I was able to check off two bucket-list items in one trip. A friend graciously
invited me to join him to watch the UW Badgers play in the Final Four. Since I was a kid,
college basketball has been one of my favorite sports and the Final Four has long been
my favorite sporting event. To watch the Badgers play in the Final Four was a dream
come true. But it gets better.
The location of the Final Four was AT&T Stadium
in Arlington, Texas, home to the Dallas Cowboys.
AT&T Stadium was built in 2009 at the cost of
over one billion dollars. It’s held up by two massive
300-foot arches forming one of the largest domes
in the world. It holds 105,000 people who can
watch the game on the field or on one of the
largest LED screens in the world. It has a massive
retractable roof so that God can watch His team
play. Two bucket list items: go to the Final Four
and see AT&T Stadium, in one trip.
-As my friend Tim and I walked from
our hotel to AT&T Stadium I was giddy.
As we turned the corner, the stadium
dominated the skyline. I expected it to
be large—but it was ginormous! As we
entered the stadium and made our way
to our seats, I was in awe. I read off the
names on the Cowboys Ring of
Honor—all 22 of them. I spent most of
my life cheering for those names.
I gazed in wonder at the 8 NFC Championship banners, the most ever, and the 5 Super
Bowl Championship banners. I know some of you are commenting online right now about
how long it has been since the last one was hung. Cut it outJ

-I am not sure if you can think of an event or a building you visited that made you
awestruck, that quickened your heartbeat and made your stomach flip with delight. If you
can, it will help you better understand and appreciate our story today.
Let me pray as we begin.
Review

-We are in the 2nd week of a series we are calling Encountering Jesus. It is a 10-week
study of the Gospel of John that will take us all the way through Easter. John provides us
with a long list of metaphors to describe Jesus. Each week we will explore a new
metaphor. John’s goal is that we would more fully trust Jesus so that we can find life in
His name. Last week we looked at our first metaphor—Jesus as Word. Jesus is God
creating anew. If you missed that message due to the storm, you can go back and watch it
on the New Hope website. Our family wasn’t able to watch until Tuesday. I encourage you
to do so because to understand who Jesus is, we must look at Him through the lens of all
the metaphors. It’s time for our 2nd metaphor—Jesus as Temple. Kris will be reading for us.
Public Reading

-When it was almost time for the Jewish Passover, Jesus went up to Jerusalem.
In the temple courts He found men selling cattle, sheep and doves, and others
sitting at tables exchanging money. So, He made a whip out of cords, and drove
all from the temple area, both sheep and cattle; he scattered the coins of the
money changers and overturned their tables.
To those who sold doves he said, “Get these out of here! How dare you turn my
Father’s house into a market!” His disciples remembered that it is written: “Zeal
for your house will consume me.”
Then the Jews demanded of him, “What miraculous sign can you show us to
prove your authority to do all this?” Jesus answered them, “Destroy this temple,
and I will raise it again in three days.” The Jews replied, “It has taken forty-six
years to build this temple, and you are going to raise it in three days?”
But the temple he had spoken of was his body. After he was raised from the
dead, his disciples recalled what he had said. Then they believed the Scripture
and the words that Jesus had spoken. (John 2:13-22)
Jesus as Temple
The role and grandeur of the Temple

-To properly understand this passage and the metaphor, we must do our best to
understand the role and grandeur of the Temple in Jesus’ day. During Jesus’ day, the
Temple was central to Jewish life whether you lived in Jerusalem or lived someplace else.
Every healthy Jew was expected to travel regularly to Jerusalem to attend the three
pilgrim festivals.
The Temple was the religious, cultural and national hub. The Temple was like the
combination of our Capitol, White House, Supreme Court, Pentagon and the Sistine

Chapel all in one building. It was the center of the Jewish universe. Everything else circled
around it. Why? It was the place where most Jews believed YHWH dwelt, or at least
would dwell again.
The Temple was where sins were forgiven and fellowship with God was continually
restored. It was where heaven and earth came together. And think back to the Lord’s
Prayer series—heaven is a metaphysical space where God’s rule and reign are
uninterrupted. It is a place where sin does not inhibit relationship with God. In the 1st
century, Jewish people believed the Temple was where they experienced God’s presence,
if only for a moment.
-The Temple in Jerusalem was one of the wonders
of the ancient world. There was no building like it in
the 1st century. It was in a league of its own. It would
have dominated the skyline for miles away,
especially since Jerusalem was built on a hill.
Here is a replica built by Alec Garrard. Alec spent 30
years of his life building the world’s most accurate
model of the Temple. It is 20 feet by 12 feet and
took him 33,000 hours to complete. It is one onehundredth of the actual size.

The second pic is a reproduction you
can see in the Holy Land and show how
the Temple Complex compared to the
rest of the city of Jerusalem.

The final pic is a painting that will give you some
idea of what the Temple might have looked like.

Jesus’ young disciples remarked about the size of
the buildings and its stones. They were not alone.
People traveled from all over the world to see the
Temple.
-The Second Temple was called Herod’s Temple because Herod was behind the massive
expansion project. Herod the Great was King of Judea. He was friends with Rome and

given broad authority to rule over the Judean people as long as he kept them in check.
Herod wanted to build favor with the Jews so he offered to rebuild and expand the
Temple. It had stood for 500 years and was in a state of decay.
Herod the Great was not a great person or leader, but he was a brilliant builder. His list of
building accomplishments rival anyone in the Ancient Near East. The Temple was his
crown jewel. Work began in B.C. 20 and continued until A.D. 66. One thousand priests
were trained as stonecutters and architects. A total of 18,000 men worked full-time until it
was finished.
Herod endeavored to double the size of
Solomon’s Temple. To do this, Herod leveled
off the top of a Mount Moriah and built
massive retaining walls around it to hold the
Temple Complex. This changed the
topography of the entire city. Some of the
stones in the walls weighed over 100 tons. The
largest stone in the wall weights over 500
tons. Some of those stones can still be seen
today in the walls holding up the Temple
mount. The height of the wall on one side is 20 stories.
The main Temple complex was finished in 10 years, but the building of the outer courts
and other areas continued throughout the life of Jesus. In A.D. 70, Titus’ Roman forces
attacked Jerusalem. He was so impressed with the Temple that he tried to save it, but his
soldiers pillaged it and burned it to the ground. The Temple was destroyed five years after
completion just as Jesus predicted. The Temple has never been rebuilt although faithful
Jews wait in expectation for that to happen.
-Here is the layout of the Temple Complex.
There were two outer courts. The outermost
court was for Gentiles. The second outer
court was for the Jewish people.
There were three inner courts. The first
inner court was the Court of Women which
stood 8 feet higher than the outer court. All
Jews and women could enter this court. The
next inner court loomed 10 feet higher. It
was called the Court of Israel. Only ritually
pure Jewish men could enter.
Three feet above that was the final inner
court called the Court of Priests where animals were prepared for sacrifice. Eight feet
above that was the Temple Floor looming 29 feet above the Outer Court.
-Only priests could enter the main Temple. Any workers or artisans were lowered in cages
from the roof. The lower façade of the Temple was covered with gold plates. The upper

parts of the Temple were pure white marble. Gold spikes lined the roof. When the sun
rose, it was nearly blinding—the reflection could be seen from far away. The outer part of
the Temple consisted of a vestibule or lobby that led to the sanctuary. At the entrance to
the Temple’s sanctuary hung a veil woven in Babylon consisting of 4 colors. Within the
sanctuary was the Holy of Holies. Only the High Priest could enter the Holy of Holies only
on the Day of Atonement.
-The entire Temple Complex was 35 acres or 47 football fields. It could hold one million
people. It was the sign that Israel was God’s elect people. We cannot understand the
audacity of Jesus’ words, or the power of John’s metaphor, without comprehending the
role and grandeur of the Second Temple.
Color commentary

-All four gospels contain the story of Jesus clearing out the Temple. Matthew, Mark and
Luke have the story near the end of their gospels, just prior to the crucifixion. John has
the Temple-clearing story near the beginning of his gospel. Did Matthew, Mark and Luke
get the chronology wrong? Did John get the chronology wrong? Or were their multiple
Temple clearings?
I do not think there were multiple Temple clearings. It is unlikely Jesus cleared the Temple
and then went about His business for another three years. Clearing out the Temple would
have gained Jesus tons of notoriety that He wasn’t looking for at the beginning of His
ministry. I think Matthew, Mark and Luke got the chronology right. I think this scene
happened prior to the crucifixion. I think John knew that as well and purposely placed it at
the beginning of his gospel to for theological purposes. Remember, John is writing a
different kind of gospel. John felt this Temple-clearing event was so important that he
wanted to use it to set the stage for Jesus’ ministry.
-John tells us the Temple clearing happened during Passover. This is an important detail.
Passover was the largest of the three pilgrim feasts. John mentions three times where
Jesus attends the Passover in Jerusalem to mark each year of his ministry. Passover was
the annual festival celebrated each spring that retold the story of Israel’s departure from
Egypt. The last night before Israel’s departure, the angel of death had passed over each
home that had been marked by the blood of a lamb. Over the centuries, Jewish families
returned to Jerusalem to participate in sacrifice and a symbolic meal where the story of
Israel’s salvation was retold.
-John sets the stage. We are told that in the outer courts of the Temple Jesus found men
selling cattle, sheep and doves, and other men exchanging money. Jesus knew of this
industry from His many times of attending Passover. Pilgrims would need animals for
sacrifice. People would also need to exchange money to pay for the animals and annual
Temple tax. The Temple would not accept Roman money because it was unclean due to
the image of the Emperor on it.
-Something about what Jesus saw enraged Him. He made a whip and scattered and drove
the animals and money changers from the Temple. He turned over the money changing
tables as He went. John paints a scene of utter chaos. 300,000-400,000 people were in

Jerusalem for the Passover. The Temple courts were bustling with business. All of a
sudden Jesus is cattle-driving the animals and tossing tables. People were running for
dear life.
It is important to note that although Jesus performed an act of civil disobedience, He was
not violent. Weapons were not allowed on Temple grounds, so Jesus did not bring a whip
with him. Jesus probably constructed a make-shift whip out of the straw used for animal
bedding. It was enough to scatter the animals and birds. But he was not whipping people.
Jesus was creating a scene. Jesus was making a point.
-Why did Jesus clear out the Temple? John tells us that Jesus told those selling doves to
leave because they were turning His Father’s house into a market. In the Greek there is a
play on words. It reads don’t turn my Father’s house into a house of trade. Jesus
understood that animals needed to be sold for sacrifice. It is probable that Jesus or His
family had purchased animals for sacrifice on previous visits.
Jesus had to travel for days to get to Jerusalem. He wouldn’t have brought a sacrifice with
Him. Jesus knew the Temple tax needed to be paid. We are told in Matthew that Jesus
paid the tax Himself. Jesus also knew money needed to be changed. Roman money was
unclean. Jesus couldn’t have been upset at commerce that He Himself participated in. We
also have no record that those selling the animals or exchanging the money were making
excessive profit. Jesus couldn’t have been upset at people doing their jobs to help people
participate in Passover. What was Jesus so upset about?
-It had to do with the protecting the purpose of the Temple. We know that around the
year 30, the High Priest, Caiaphas, had a power struggle with the Sanhedrin. Prior to that
time, the normal places people purchased animals for sacrifice were located outside the
city. But Caiaphas allowed merchants to set up stalls in the outer courts of the Temple.
This was a change. And Jesus was not fond of the change.
Jesus understood that transaction needed to take place to ensure the sacrificial system
worked. But those transactions should not be happening at the Temple complex. The
Temple had a much higher purpose than commerce. The Temple was the place heaven
and earth came together.
-When the disciples heard Jesus’ words, they remembered Psalm 69:9 which John quotes
as ‘zeal for your house will consume me.’ With Jesus’ words and actions, He steps into the
shoes of Old Testament prophets like Jeremiah who sought to maintain the sanctity of the
Temple and predicated its destruction if that did not occur. The Old Testament prophets’
idealized vision of the Temple was a place where people from all nations could encounter
God. The prophet Zechariah says that on the Day of the Lord, there would be ‘no
merchants in the Temple.’ Jesus is bringing those words to life.
-The Jews demanded to know by what authority Jesus could do such a bold and
audacious act. It is interesting to note that they did not object to what Jesus had done.
Maybe they agreed with Jesus’ actions. They inquired about His authority to do that act.

This is where it gets good. Jesus tells them to destroy the Temple and he will raise it up in
3 days. Jesus is doing His speaking-in-riddle Jedi mind trick thing. They take His words at
face value and scoff at them. Knowing what we now know about the Temple, we would
have scoffed at them as well. They remind Jesus it took 46 years to get the Temple to
where it is. It was preposterous to think Jesus could rebuild it in 3 days.
They had to have been beside themselves with His statement. Later, they would use this
conversation at Jesus’ trial as an attempt to frame Him. They would say Jesus threatened
to destroy the Temple. But note that Jesus did not threaten to destroy the Temple. Jesus
said that if they destroyed this Temple, He would raise it in 3 days. In Matthew Jesus
predicts the destruction of the Temple, but nowhere does He say He will destroy it. Then
John, who is writing many decades after the event, gives us an editorial statement. John
tells us that the temple Jesus spoke about was his body. He also says that he and other
disciples remembered Jesus’ words after He had risen from the grave.
-Here John gives us our 2nd metaphor for Jesus – Jesus as Temple. The location of
merchants at the Temple was the catalyst of Jesus’ actions, but his actions pointed to a
greater reality – a new Temple had arrived.
Life lessons
Jesus is where heaven and earth come together.

-Jesus loved the Temple. It was central to His life. Remember when His parents lost Him in
Jerusalem? They found Him at the Temple. It was His Father’s house. Jesus faithfully
participated in the Temple even in its incomplete and floundering state. Jesus had a
magnetic pull to the Temple because it was the place where heaven and earth intersected
most powerfully. This is why it broke His heart and enraged Him to see its outer courts
transformed into a place of business.
-It is easy to make this story simply about money changers at the temple. There is so
much more going on. Yes, Jesus wanted the necessary commerce of the Temple to
happen some place other than the Temple. But Jesus was also making a greater point
especially as we remember this story happens shortly before his death and resurrection.
-Jesus’ arrival and work on the cross would make the Temple obsolete. Jesus is the
fulfillment and replacement of all the Temple offered. The Temple building would no
longer be needed. When Jesus drove out the animals and the money changers, He
removed the very means for people to receive atonement. He did so because He wanted
to signal there was about to be a new means of atonement that did not require sheep,
oxen, birds, money-changers or priests. The role and function of the Temple was about to
be usurped by Jesus. After His death and resurrection, Jesus effectively replaced the
Temple. Jesus wanted everyone to know the city was ‘not big enough for the two of them’
which is saying a lot considering the size of the Temple.
This is why Jesus claims to be greater than the Temple. Jesus was about to become what
the Temple was supposed to be. Jesus was about to accomplish what was necessary to

become the new Temple – the forever intersection between heaven and earth. Indeed, this
is John’s primary point. Jesus is where heaven and earth come together.
-John puts this powerful scene and revelation at the beginning of his gospel because he
wants his readers to know this about Jesus at the beginning. Jesus as Temple will be a key
that unlocks other things along the way. This second metaphor connects with the first
metaphor. In John 1:14 we were told that Jesus the Word put on flesh and tabernacled
among us. This phrase is meant to point us back to the time when God’s presence dwelt in
a tabernacle or tent among his people in the wilderness. The tabernacle was the precursor
to the Temple. Jesus the Word is also Jesus the Temple, the dwelling place of God’s
presence and glory. Jesus is where heaven and earth come together.
Jesus was consumed with removing all barriers to God.

-It is important to note that this story reveals that Jesus was consumed with removing all
barriers to God. John tells us that when the disciples saw Jesus clearing the Temple, they
were reminded of Psalm 69:9. The disciples, like most Jewish people, knew the Psalms like
the back of their hand. It was their prayer book. John references Psalm 69:9a – zeal for
your house consumes me. Those are originally King David’s words. The disciples see Jesus
bringing them to life.
It is interesting to note that when John attributes the verse to Jesus, he changes present
tense to future tense – zeal for your house will consume me. John makes it a prophecy.
The Greek word for will consume means to eat up. We can use the word in the same way.
When we say someone is consumed by something, we might mean it eats them up inside.
But there is a very literal and concrete aspect of the word as well. It can mean to literally
be devoured. That is an apt description of what happened to Jesus on the cross. What
consumed Jesus to the point of death?
-Jesus was consumed with removing all barriers to God. The Temple was the best shot for
the Jewish people to get a small glimpse of heaven meeting earth. But there were still
many barriers that prevented them from fully experiencing the presence of God. The
entire design of the Temple bears that out. Gentiles could only go as far as the outer
court. Jewish women could only go as far as the Court of Women. Jewish men could only
go as far as the Court of Israel and only if they were ritually clean. No one with any disease
or physical defect could even get that far. Higher and higher it went. Only priest could go
in the actual Temple. And only the High Priest could go in the Holy of Holies once a year.
Everyone needed to be covered by the blood of a perfect animal sacrifice.
-Let’s return to the Gentiles. There was a prophetic vision that the Temple would become
a place where people from all nations could experience God. In the first century, that
vision was represented by allowing non-Jews to enter the outer court. That was as close
to God as they could get. But what did Jesus find in the Court of the Gentiles when He
arrived in Jerusalem? It was totally filled with Temple commerce. Gentiles had no place to
encounter God. It enraged Him that yet another barrier was keeping people from God. So,
He cleared out that barrier. Even with a cleared Court of Gentiles, there was a 4½ foot wall
that separated the Court of the Gentiles from the next outer court. On that wall in Greek

were these words: No stranger is to enter within the partition wall and enclosure around
the sanctuary. Whoever is caught will be responsible to himself for his death, which will
ensue. So many barriers to God.
Jesus was consumed with removing all barriers to God. He was so consumed with
removing all barriers to God that He was literally consumed on the cross. He rose again to
provide uninhibited access to God. In Jesus, anyone and everyone can have full access to
God. Jesus is now where heaven and earth meet.
Closing
It’s Who You Know

-Prior to COVID, my friend Stephen, who is part of our church, called me with a generous
offer. The Harlem Globetrotters were coming to the Moda Center. Stephen is friends with
their crew and several of the Globetrotters, and he offered us some free tickets. We
graciously accepted and Jubilee brought along a friend.
He also said he could give us some special VIP access after the game. I didn’t know what
that meant at the time. I have fond memories of seeing the Globetrotters as a kid and was
excited for Corrie and our girls to see them. We had a wonderful time laughing and
enjoying their basketball expertise. Our girls especially enjoyed the female Globetrotters
running circles around all the men.
After the game, the entire crowd was invited to circle the Moda Center court which was
surrounded by ropes and security. Just inside the ropes, all the Globetrotters gathered. If
you waited in a long line, you could get their autograph and maybe a picture. We slowly
made our way down, but I was hesitant because I hate waiting in lines.
Then I saw my friend Stephen down below beckoning us towards him. We did that
awkward ‘excuse me, excuse me’ thing as we made our way through the large crowd. We
finally made it to Stephen who looked at the large security guard and said, “They are with
me.” Immediately the security guard smiled and held back the rope for our family to walk
onto the Moda Center floor.
At one point I wandered off and stood at the free
throw line and imagined me making the game
winning shot. My girls told me I was embarrassing
them. Stephen walked us around to every single
Globetrotter, most of whom he knew personally, for
an autograph, a picture, and a chat. I kind of felt bad
that every time we approached the Globetrotters
turned away from people outside the ropes to give
us their full attention. It wasn’t because of who we
were. It was because of who Stephen was. It’s all
about who you know.
-Remember John’s goal for his gospel? He wants us
to trust Jesus more so that we can have life in His name. Some of you listening to me

operate like there are lots of barriers between you and God. Jesus as Temple proclaims
that Jesus has removed all barriers between us and God. There are no more elevated
spaces or special rooms where only certain types of people can gain access to God. The
old Temple was torn down. Jesus is the new Temple. In Jesus we gain access to God not
through what we do or who we are but because of who Jesus is. If we place our trust in
Jesus, we will find life in His name.
It’s all about who you know.

